
 

My project: Federal election participation in Germany 

 

1. Short description of project (What? Where and when? Why? Who? …) 

 

A poster for a federal election participation in Germany. 

It is hung up in the classroom to educate the students about the subject. As the subject of 

elections and the associated participation of voters, plays an important role in the future of all.  

But  it is a very interesting topic, the potential has to arouse the attention of some students. 

 

 

2. Main goal(s) and objectives (What do you want to achieve?) 

 

To impart knowledge to the students and to stimulate thought, because as I said this subject will all 

expect in their future. 

 

 

3. Project team (Who is part of the team?) 

 

Julia Kaluza 

 

 

3. Project plan (Who does what and when?) 

See project plan worksheet 

 

4. Resources (What do you need?) 

 

Internet and books (textbook: social studies) 

 

 

5. Constraints (Which obstacles might get in your way?) 

 

I am confident that everything will succeed. 

However, one problem that I could not find a partner for my project is that it makes the project a 

little harder. 

 

 

6. Evaluation (Did you achieve your main goal? What went well? What went wrong? Which 

difficulties did you encounter? How did you solve them? …) 

Whether I have achieved my goal to inform the students, I will probably learn later. 

But in general, the project was successful in my eyes, there were small difficulties or problems that 

could be solved easily. 

I was able to keep the schedule because it was generously calculated. 

The missing partner, I could compensate well, retrospective but would be with a partner, the 

project probably in the drafting exciting. 



Project plan 

Which steps do you have to take? Until when? Who is responsible? √ 

Planning 25. June Julia X 

Collect information 01. July Julia X 

Obtain material 04. July Julia X 

Completion 09. July Julia X 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 


